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Hachette Jeunesse
Simplissime
Children's Books

100 activités zéro ennui
les plus faciles du monde

Children's Books

100 SIMPLE
WAYS NOT
TO GET BORED
Joséphine Lacasse
Studio Tomso
Simplissime makes
things easy for everyone.

The latest Simplissime book contains 100 things for
children to do inside and outside the house using everyday
objects and materials—so there's no need to buy anything!
Activities include crafts, cookery, games, and things to
make, with clearly illustrated, easy-to-follow instructions
written by experts. There are over 15 Simplissime titles, all
of which aim to make things simple to do and learn, and as
accessible as possible.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 5 languages:
Arabic, Catalan, Italian, Romanian, Spanish

FIND OUT MORE

5 Histoires à lire avec Papa

5 STORIES
TO READ
WITH DAD

5 stories full of humor and compassion to read to your little
ones at bedtime: "Daddy's Kisses," "When I Grow Up," "The
Beautiful Garden," "Let's Go!," and "The Ugly Duckling."

RIGHTS SOLD

Collective Work
This series of colorful picture
books will delight both
parents and children thanks
to its entertaining stories
and affordable price!

> 8,800 copies sold in France
Hachette Enfants | 9782017089704 | 2019
208 pages | 17,5x22,5 cm | 14.95 €
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Published in 6 languages:
Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian…
Deux coqs d'or | 9782017863434 | 2020
96 pages | 16x18,5 cm | 5.95 €
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Hachette Jeunesse
Children's Books

Bambi, une vie dans les bois

BAMBI, A LIFE
IN THE WOODS

Children's Books

It’s spring and a clumsy little fawn takes its first steps in
the woods. Nature is beautiful, but it is also dangerous.
Will Bambi survive the dangers and become a Prince of
the forest? Philippe Jalbert retells the story of the world's
most famous fawn in his own words and pictures, bringing
it vividly to life for a unique and unforgettable experience.

A celebration of life, nature,
and the changing seasons.

BASKETBALL
FAN
A 48-page cornucopia of facts about basketball: its origins,
the rules, the major competitions, the great teams, and the
star players, as well as amazing records, key statistics, and
surprising stories. There are also games and quizzes to test
your knowledge while having fun.
Each title in this series focuses on a different sport and is
written by a specialist sports journalist.

Gautier-Languereau | 9782017124306 | 2020
48 pages | 21,5x32 cm | 15.90 €

Philippe Jalbert
Felix Salten

Fan de Basket

Gaëtan Delafolie
Coco Zool
This new series is
a must-have for children
who want to know everything
about sports!
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Deux coqs d'or | 9782017866725 | 2020
48 pages | 19x24,5 cm | 7.90 €
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Hachette Jeunesse
Disappearance in…
Children's Books

Fashion Girls
Disparition à Londres

DISAPPEARANCE
IN LONDON

Children's Books

Use the clues and study
the map to solve the mystery
and discover the truth!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in simplified Chinese

FIND OUT MORE
> 12,800 copies sold in France
Deux coqs d'or | 9782017060734 | 2018
128 pages | 17,5x20,5 cm | 13.95 €

FASHION GIRLS
MY KAWAII OUTFITS

A collection of stickers, stencils, patterned paper, and
drawings to color in to help you create the coolest outfits
inspired by Japanese trends. Give each of the 23 models
your own personalized look!

The British Crown Jewels have been stolen and Scotland
Yard has called you in to help with its top-secret investigation! You will have to scour the city to find clues and interview witnesses—with a little help from Sherlock Holmes,
of course. There’s no margin for error: you must solve this
case to prove what a great investigator you are! Ready?
The reader must solve 150 puzzles and piece together clues
with the help of a large map of London.

Les Fées Hilares
Caroline Ayrault
Solenne et Thomas

Fashion Girls : Mes tenues Kawaii

Deux coqs d'or | 9782016281543 | 2020
48 pages | 16,5x23,5 cm | 10.95 €

Marie-Rose Boisson
Become a fashion designer
by creating your very own
styles in this series of 8 titles!
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Hachette Jeunesse
Finding out about…
Children's Books

Didier Barraud
Christian Demilly
Discover the great artists
through their most
famous works.

Fluffy the Cat
En chemin avec Arcimboldo

FINDING
OUT ABOUT
ARCIMBOLDO
Portraits composed of fruit and vegetables, flowers and
animals—the work of Giuseppe Arcimboldo is instantly
recognizable. His is a playful and imaginative world in which
familiar objects are transformed into something completely
different—the same way children can turn simple things
into a fantasy world. Arcimboldo's work is highly accessible and can be enjoyed by children as well as adults and
connoisseurs. His paintings speak for themselves while
also making us reflect on their deeper meaning.
Hazan | 9782754111614 | 2020
32 pages | 24x26 cm | 14.95 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Le chat Pelote (Tome 1) : Adopte-moi !

FLUFFY THE CAT
(BOOK 1)
ADOPT ME!

Christine Beigel
Pierre Fouillet
Fluffy the cat needs
a new home—fast!
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Fluffy the cat is always being teased by the Dubout children.
Today, it’s Clara’s birthday and he's about to be swarmed
by a horde of screaming girls intent on dressing him up,
curling his fur, and giving him a makeover. There's nowhere
to run... unless, that is, another family will adopt him and
save him from this dreadful fate?
Follow Fluffy's hilarious trials and tribulations. It's not
always fun being a house cat!
Gautier-Languereau | 9782501133142 | 2019
64 pages | 16,5x22,5 cm | 9.95 €
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Hachette Jeunesse
Gaston's Feelings
Children's Books

Gaston's Feelings
Les émotions de Gaston Mon Cahier d'activités

Children's Books

GASTON'S
FEELINGS: MY
ACTIVITY BOOK
Aurélie Chien Chow Chine
A series designed
to help children explore
their feelings.

Gaston's hair changes color depending on how he's feeling.
Coloring pages, games, and stickers, accompanied by
simple exercises in mindfulness to help children identify
and manage their emotions—with the aid of a little magic...
Written by a mindfulness teacher, the Gaston’s Feelings
series now includes over 18 titles, including stories and
activity books, each focusing on a particular emotion.
They're causing a sensation in France!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 21 languages

Je me concentre

I CAN FOCUS
Gaston's hair changes color depending on how he's
feeling. Today, he's having trouble focusing. He's distracted and isn't paying attention to the music teacher's
instructions or to the tune that's playing. So he has no
idea what he's supposed to do; should he be singing
along? Try this simple exercise with Gaston: breathe
slowly and picture what you hear. It'll help you focus.
Written by a mindfulness teacher, the Gaston’s Feelings
series now includes over 18 titles, including stories and
activity books, each focusing on a particular emotion.
They're causing a sensation in France!

Aurélie Chien Chow Chine
A series designed to help
children explore their
feelings.

FIND OUT MORE
> 16,200 copies sold in France
Hachette Enfants | 9782017092797 | 2020
52 pages | 21x28 cm | 7.95 €
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RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 21 languages

FIND OUT MORE
> 13,250 copies sold in France
Hachette Enfants | 9782017092780 | 2020
32 pages | 16x16 cm | 6.00 €
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Hachette Jeunesse
Children's Books

Caroline Pellissier
Virginie Aladjidi
Thierry Manes
A story about the love
between a mother and
her child filled with poetry
and tenderness.

Je t'aime tant

I LOVE YOU
SO MUCH
If you were a kitten, I'd snuggle up to you, nose to nose. I'd
look at you and find you so sweet that I'd fall in love with
you. If you were a baby zebra, we'd walk side by side. You'd
place your little feet so delicately in front of one another
that I'd fall in love with you. But you're my child, so tonight
I'm telling you this story so that you know how much I love
you. Whether you are sweet, delicate, gifted, intelligent, and
happy, or fragile, impatient, and sad, I love you so much.
Forever.
Deux coqs d'or | 9782017863380 | 2020
24 pages | 16,5x19 cm | 4.50 €

Children's Books

Il faut dormir maintenant !

IT'S TIME
TO GO TO SLEEP!
What if "happily ever after" isn't enough? If your child wants
the story to go on, to put off having to go to sleep? Dad
might be in a hurry to see the princess safely installed in her
castle, but his little girl insists on knowing what happened
next, and so a conventional fairytale turns into an adventure
story full of twists and turns! An original idea brought to
life with dazzling illustrations that will delight both parents
and children.

Lenia Major
Héloïse Solt
"And they lived happily
ever after. That’s the end
of the story. Good night,
darling!" No way! I want
to know what happens next!
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Gautier-Languereau | 9782017086932 | 2020
32 pages | 23x26,5 cm | 12.90 €
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Hachette Jeunesse
Tell Me Why
Children's Books

Protéger la planète

LET'S PROTECT
THE PLANET

Children's Books

Why is the Earth getting warmer? Could humans live on
another planet? Why should we preserve our forests?
What is "ecology"? How does pollution affect the world?
The Q&A format and the attractive, dynamic design of the
pages make the subject accessible, and children will enjoy
the games designed to test their knowledge. There is a
glossary for those that want to know more. The Tell Me
Why series includes a dozen other titles.

Mathilde Paris
Estelle Tchatcha
Maud Lienard
Over 60 questions
and answers for children
to learn about protecting
their environment.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Russian
Deux coqs d'or | 9782017866534 | 2020
48 pages | 19,5x20,4 cm | 7.90 €

Mon imagier de la nature

MY NATURE
WORDBOOK
A board book brimming with details and bursting with
surprises—just the thing to reveal the wonders of nature
to your little ones: mountains, gardens, forests, the sea,
the seasons, and the creatures of the night... With over 20
words per spread and colorful, humorous illustrations. Also
in this series: Animals, Colors, At Home, At School.

RIGHTS SOLD

Gwé
These colorful board
wordbooks will plunge
children into a joyously
light-hearted universe to help
them learn new words!
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Published in 4 languages:
simplified Chinese, Dutch, Romanian, Ukrainian
Deux coqs d'or | 9782016276945 | 2018
14 pages | 22,5x30 cm | 8.95 €
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Hachette Jeunesse
Children's Books

Martin et les écrans

SCREEN TIME

Children's Books

Martin is fascinated by screens. He could spend hours
plaing with the apps on his mom's cell phone or watching
videos on her laptop or cartoons on her tablet. Why do
grown-ups have a problem wtih that? They spend all their
time staring at screens, so why can't he?
A new series looking at the way we live today and the
things children and their parents are concerned with: the
internet of things, screens and what they show is, ecology
and sustainability... And introducing Martin, a new hero for
3–6-year-olds.

Till the Cat
Carine Hinder
Martin is 4—and he wants
to know everything about
everything!

Hachette Enfants | 9782017057222 | 2020
32 pages | 19x19 cm | 6.99 €

La Belle Aventure

THE GREAT
ADVENTURE
A little boy and his grandpa decide to go on a great adventure. Every day, they go to a different town to look for the
things they will need—everything from boots to bonnets.
And the search itself turns into the adventure. A story that
celebrates the love and understanding between children
and their grandparents.
Gautier-Languereau | 9782017087205 | 2020
40 pages | 28x25 cm | 14.00 €

Gérald Guerlais
When a boy loves his grandpa
this much, everything
is an adventure…
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Hachette Jeunesse
Children's Books

Le fil

THE THREAD

Children's Books

Is that a thread? Let’s pull it and see if it's attached to something valuable. All together now! A young woman, a cat,
a pig, a bear, a giant, and a little bird all pull on the thread
to find out what's at the other end. Do you want to know
what it is? Didn't anyone ever tell you not to pull threads?

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Korean
Gautier-Languereau | 9782017087113 | 2020
32 pages | 20x23 cm | 10.50 €

Philippe Jalbert
A hilarious new story
by Philippe Jalbert with
striking illustrations and
a surprise ending.

Alexandre Jardin
Hervé Le Goff
Our heroes take part in their
favorite fairy tales to show
how anything is possible…
if you dare!
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Il faut aider le Petit Chaperon rouge !

WE MUST SAVE
LITTLE RED
RIDING HOOD!

Emma is a rebel. There's no way she is going to let Little
Red Riding Hood and her grandmother be devoured by
the big bad wolf again. So she dives right into the story to
do something about it! Will she manage to change how it
ends? A series of 12 traditional tales retold with imagination
and humor, with a game on every page.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: Korean, Turkish

FIND OUT MORE
> 6,800 copies sold in France
Gautier-Languereau | 9782017073468 | 2019
32 pages | 19x19 cm | 6.99 €
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Hachette Jeunesse
Children's Books

Hajin
A colorful story full of funny
animals—including
an endearing little pig.

Où sont mes taches ?

WHAT
HAPPENED
TO MY SPOTS?
When he woke up this morning, Remi the piglet was surprised to find that his spots had all disappeared! Someone
must have stolen them! So Remi questions all the other
animals—the cow, the dalmatian, the peacock, the panda,
the giraffe, the zebra...— to find out which of them is guilty.
In the end, the mystery is solved by his mom: If he simply
gets in the bath, all of his spots will reappear!
An original way of reminding children to wash regularly!
Gautier-Languereau | 9782017087137 | 2020
32 pages | 25x19 cm | 10.90 €

Children's Books

Anne Lalanne
Thierry Manes
What do you think love is?
A child's introduction
to philosophy.
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Aimer, c'est quoi ?

WHAT
IS LOVE?
Anne Lalanne is a philosophy teacher with a mission to
get children thinking about important subjects without
baffling them with metaphysics. Since you can love so
many different things in so many different ways—with
your mind as well as your heart—what does "love" really
mean? Questions such as this help children to develop their
awareness of others and of the world around them—and
thus to deepen their relationships with parents, siblings,
and friends.
Part of a series that encourages children to develop their
ideas on life's big questions.
Hachette Enfants | 9782017089780 | 2020
32 pages | 16,5x22 cm | 6.95 €

